Supply List
1. You will need college materials! This can be decorative papers, photographs, magazine
clippings, newspapers, or old books. Bring anything that resonates with you and your
personal story and we will try to make it work!
(This can be “weird” items too, such as fibers or 3d objects)
2. Gel Medium! any acrylic gel medium will work student or professional grade in any finish.
However, whatever finish you choose, make sure it is consistent across all your products
otherwise you will see demarcation lines between finishes.
Ex. If you have mat acrylic paints then you will want to get a mat gel medium as well.
3. You will need to bring a variety of paints! Acrylics, Gouache and Watercolors will work. I
do not recommend Oils for this piece due to the drying time. There is no set color palette
for the class because you will want to bring colors that speak to you!
4. Brushes! You will want to bring a variety of brushes, everyone has a preference. I will
need a more ratty style brush that's larger for gluing.
5. Marking tools! With alot of my pieces I will use a variety of marking type materials such
as neo crayons, colored pencils, paint pens, and ink pens. I suggest bringing a variety of
similar items that you already own.
6. Anything else you can think of! This is a collage/mixed media piece so really the different
types of supplies you could bring and use is boundless! I will be bringing a lot from my
personal collection as well for people to try!
In summary you will need for sure collaging materials, gel medium, a variety of water soluble
paints, a variety of brushes and some extra goodies! More than likely you already have most of
the supplies but you can buy the supplies at any art or craft store. However I am at Jerry’s
artarama Monday-Thursday and Saturdays fairly regularly (those days do change occasionally)
if you would like my personal help with the supplies!
I will be providing the Panels you will be working on and I will be providing the quilt patterns!

